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Aiming at the problems of long life cycle complex roles of participants, diverse risk factors, poor supervision coverage and difficult
information traceability of TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine) supply chain, this paper constructs a TCM quality safety
traceability system based on blockchain technology by analyzing the business process and supervision characteristics of TCM
supply chain. Blockchain technology is a new application mode of computer technology such as distributed data storage, peer-to-
peer transmission, consensus mechanism, encryption algorithm, and other computer technologies. It has the characteristics of
“decentralization, nontampering, transparent and open, and data traceability.” )e function of nontampering, hash function, and
time stamp can effectively solve the traceability problem of TCM supply chain. )rough the analysis of the blockchain TCM
traceability principle and network structure, combined with the actual business process of TCM traceability, this paper designs the
blockchain TCM quality safety traceability system, analyzes its overall structure, data storage mode, digital signature, consensus
algorithm, andmain functions, and preliminarily constructs a newmodel of TCMquality safety traceability management based on
blockchain technology. Using blockchain technology to realize the quality safety traceability of TCM, we can complete the
omnidirectional, multiangle, and wide coverage of the data and information in whole supply chain of TCM breeding and seedling
raising, planting, innovation and research and development, processing of TCM pieces, circulation of TCM, and consumption, so
as to realize that themain body of responsibility of TCM can be put on record, the production records can be queried, product flow
can be traced, quality safety can be forewarned, main responsibility can be identified, regulatory information can be shared, and
product source can be traced.

1. Introduction

TCM is the treasure of Chinese civilization and the crys-
tallization of Chinese civilization formore than 5000 years. It
has an extensive clinical application value and has formed a
unique theoretical system, which plays an important role in
the national health [1, 2]. )e quality safety of TCM has
always been a hot issue of national and social concern. )e
State Council of CPC Central Committee attaches great
importance to the quality safety control of TCM. In the field

of traceability of the quality safety of TCM, the state en-
courages producers and traders to use information tech-
nology to establish a traceability system for medicines, and
encourages information technology enterprises as a third
party to provide professional product traceability services to
producers and operators. In the description of key tasks, it is
emphasized that “we should establish and perfect the
medicine information traceability system and form a
complete traceability and supervision chain for the whole
variety and the whole process [3]. )e Chinese Government
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issued the Opinions on Promoting the Inheritance and
Innovation of TCM on October 20, 2019 [4], pointing out
that it is necessary to vigorously promote the quality im-
provement of TCM and the high-quality development of the
industry, strengthen the quality control of TCM, and
strengthen the quality safety supervision of TCM, establish
multisectoral collaborative supervision mechanism, explore
the establishment of the whole process of traceability system
in the production and circulation of Chinese herbal medi-
cine, Chinese herbal pieces, Chinese patent medicine, and
gradually realize that the source of key varieties of TCM can
be traced, the whereabouts can be traced, the responsibility
can be investigated.

)e quality safety of TCM directly affects the develop-
ment of the whole traditional Chinese medicine industry,
and the establishment and perfection of TCM quality safety
traceability system play a decisive role in improving the
quality of TCM [5]. Due to the wide variety of Chinese
herbal medicine, opaque breeding information, numerous
industrial chain links, “Information silos” between partici-
pants, imperfect quality safety standards, and lack of unified
quality safety supervision standards, it is difficult to su-
pervise the Chinese herbal medicine supply chain, which
makes it difficult to guarantee the quality of Chinese herbal
medicine in the market [6].

)erefore, it is imperative to strengthen the quality safety
control of TCM supply chain, and to build the quality safety
supervision and traceability system of the whole supply
chain by using the new generation of information tech-
nology, so as to ensure the quality safety of TCM from
breeding, production and processing, innovative research
and development, product circulation, sales and other links
[7]. Blockchain technology has the characteristics of non-
tampering, traceability, safety, and credibility. )e con-
struction of TCM traceability system based on blockchain
technology is expected to realize the supervision and
management of the whole supply chain of TCM, so that the
supply chain of TCM can be traced, the source of TCM can
be inquired, the direction of products can be traced, and the
main responsibility can be clarified in case of safety acci-
dents, so as to promote the sustainable and healthy devel-
opment of TCM industry. )is paper mainly analyzes and
designs the technical principle, business process, technical
hierarchy, functional structure, data storage, and network
architecture of TCM traceability system based on blockchain
technology, aiming to provide basic methods and ideas for
the research and application of blockchain technology in the
field of TCM traceability.

)is paper designs the blockchain TCM quality safety
traceability system, analyzes its overall structure, data
storage mode, digital signature, consensus algorithm and
main functions, and preliminarily constructs a newmodel of
TCM quality safety traceability management based on
blockchain technology.

)is paper mainly analyzes and designs the blockchain
technology-based TCM tracing technology principle, tracing
business process, overall structure, data storage, digital
signature, consensus algorithm and main functions, and
preliminarily constructs a new model of TCM quality safety

traceability management based on blockchain technology,
which provides basic methods and ideas for the research and
application of blockchain technology in TCM traceability.

2. Problems in Conventional TCM Supply
Chain Model

)e supply chain of TCM involves the whole process from
the planting of medicinal materials to the arrival of medicine
in the hands of consumers. )e space span is large and the
time span is long. It is difficult to achieve effective super-
vision, resulting in frequent safety problems of TCM, such as
excessive content of harmful heavy metals in TCM and fatal
events of TCM injections, which undermine the trust of the
people. After in-depth market research, it is found that the
difficulty in tracing the drug supply chain data lies in the
inability to ensure the accuracy of the traceability data and
the lack of a trust consensus recognized by the public [8].
Drug safety is the foundation of people’s livelihood. )e
TCM supply chain mainly has the following problems.

2.1. 1ere Are Many Supply Chain Nodes andMany Unstable
Factors. TCM supply chain includes breeding, production
and processing, logistics, marketing, pharmacies, hospitals,
and other links. In this process, there are unstable factors in
all links of the supply chain.)e final quality of TCMmay be
affected by many factors such as natural environment,
processing conditions, man-made operation specifications,
storage conditions, and logistics. )ere are many hidden
risks in the whole supply chain [9]. Once a certain link
changes, it is highly likely to affect the final drug quality, and
then affect the stable development of the whole supply chain.

2.2.1e Credibility of Information Is Low, and the Traditional
Contract Is Difficult to Play a Binding Role. )ere are many
participants in the TCM supply chain. Although each
participant will sign a contract to restrict each other, due to
many factors, the contract in the TCM supply chain cannot
achieve the effect of restricting all parties. On the one hand,
there is a high possibility of breach. )e market supply-
demand balance of TCM is affected by both natural envi-
ronmental factors and market factors. )e supply-demand
relationship fluctuates greatly, resulting in large price
fluctuation. )e possibility of breach by all parties driven by
interests will also increase, which virtually increases the
breach risk of TCM. Even if there is no breach of contract,
the information is easy to be tampered with. In the tradi-
tional operation mode of TCM supply chain, due to the
limitation of technology, both the information of the
product itself and the contract information are relatively
easy to be tampered with. At the same time, all participants
have the motivation to tamper with the information for the
sake of interests. In addition, due to the lack of compre-
hensive supervision of the contents of the contract, when
one party breaches the contract, the other party cannot even
find it in time.)e effect of restricting each link in the supply
andmarketing of TCM products only by contract is not ideal
[10].
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2.3. 1e Information Is Opaque and It Is Difficult to Achieve
Fairness. Because the information available to participants in
each link of the TCM supply chain shows asymmetry, the
interests of all participants cannot be guaranteed, and adverse
selection may occur at any time, so it is difficult for all par-
ticipants to achieve relative fairness and equality in profit
distribution. In theexistingTCMsupplychain, it isdifficult for
all participants to achieve relative fairness and equality in
profit distribution. In the existing TCM supply chain, due to a
series of reasons such as different qualifications, asymmetric
information of enterprises at different positions in the supply
chain, it is difficult for both parties to trade according to the
realmarket valueofTCM[11]. For example, inmanycases, the
most upstreamof theTCMsupply chain is the grower, and the
information source channel of the grower is limited. When
signing the contract with the grower, the production and
processing enterprise of TCMoften lowers the purchase price,
infringing on the interests of the grower, resulting in the
impact on the fairness of the supply chain model of TCM.

2.4. It Is Difficult to Supervise, Manage, and Trace the
Responsibility. As there are many links in the TCM supply
chain and the information is opaque, once the final drug has
problems, the responsibility traceability is difficult to achieve
[12].

)e supply chain model of TCM should have the ability
of flexibility, efficiency, equality, supervision, stability, and
risk control. According to the characteristics of TCM and the
change of market demand and the relationship between
participants, it should be able to properly deal with the
relationship and problems between participants, and pro-
mote the health and stability of the supply chain model of
TCM. However, due to many links in the TCM supply chain,
strong product characteristics, and complex influencing
factors, it is very difficult to carry out the supervision and
governance of the TCM supply chain.

2.5. Supply Chain Data Audit I s Difficult to Carry Out.
)e existing TCM supply chain includes multiple links, such
as planting, R&D, production, sales, and logistics. )e data
informationof each link is controlledby their ownenterprises.
Enterprises in different links have mastered part of the in-
formation of trading activities, so that the seemingly complete
supply chain information is actually scattered indifferent links
and chain nodes. When the audit work is carried out, the
difficulty of the audit work will be greatly increased due to the
noncooperation of some enterprises and the incomplete and
irregular account records of some enterprises [13].

In recent years, the safety of TCM has been widely con-
cerned by the society. Inferior TCM products have brought a
great threat to people’s life and property safety, but the sub-
sequent accountability is difficult to continue because of the
lackof reliable evidenceordifficulty in locating the responsible
party, which has seriously infringed on the rights and interests
of consumers. In the TCM supply chain, the difficulty of
mutual trust increases the cost of cooperation between par-
ticipants, while the participants maintain their own databases
and lack unified standards, which make the data of TCM in

different circulation links chaotic, and the centralized oper-
ation mode is easy to cause information opacity, resulting in
low reliability of traceability information [14].

)e blockchain is a new decentralized data structure
[15, 16], which is jointly owned, managed, and supervised by
all nodes in the blockchain. It does not accept the control of a
single aspect. )e data is permanently recorded after being
linked and cannot be tamperedwith. It has inherent technical
advantages in solving the reliability problem of the trace-
ability system.As the rise in counterfeit products and scandals
about product quality can negatively impact the entire supply
chain, introducing blockchains can help reestablish trust and
transparency, improve the quality and speed of supply chain
management, improve the transparency and traceability of
inventory in the supply chain, and reduce risks [17–20].

With the increase of fake and shoddy drugs and drug
quality scandals, it will have a negative impact on the whole
supply chain. )e introduction of blockchain will help to
reestablish trust and transparency, improve the quality and
speed of supply chain management, improve the trans-
parency and traceability of inventory in the supply chain,
and reduce risks [21–23].

3. Blockchain TCM Quality Safety
Traceability Technology

3.1. Blockchain Technology. Blockchain is not only a hot topic
but is alsowidely adopted inmany sectors and disciplines [24].
Blockchain technology is a distributed storage database
technology [25, 26], which is decentralized, tamper-proof,
traceable, transparent, open, secure, and credible [27–29].
Blockchain technology is a distributed ledger that integrates
cryptography, mathematics, hash function, and computer
network technologies [30, 31]. Data in blockchain is distrib-
uted over the entire network and is organized by multiple
centers to form a shared Internet database, and the node in the
whole network maintains the blockchain data together [32].
)e data is transparent and cannot be forged. In blockchain
technology, data blocks are stored in chain structure, data
storagenodes are distributed innetwork, anddata information
in nodes is updated by consensus algorithm. Cryptography is
used to secure the storage and transmissionof blockchaindata,
which is a new distributed database technology [33, 34].

Blockchain technology is a new distributed storage
technology, which is characterized by peer-to-peer (P2P),
distributed storage, asymmetric cryptographic algorithm,
smart contract, timestamp and consensus trust, which uses a
variety of computer combination technology and mathe-
matical methods to achieve mutual trust between nodes
[15, 35]. In blockchain technology, each node is independent
from each other and has equal status. Consensus algorithm is
adopted to verify and update data in distributed nodes. )e
data of blockchain is stored in chain structure, which makes
every block data link up with each other, and every change of
data information is recorded because of the time stamp
mechanism, so as to ensure the authenticity of the data.

In blockchain network, the data is stored in “BLOCK.”
)e data block includes block head and block body. )e
block head stores the hash function value of the previous
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block, Merkle tree, timestamp, random number, version
number, and other records; the block body stores the data
information in blockchain. From the perspective of the basic
data structure blocks of blockchain, all data are encapsulated
independently in the form of blocks, but linked in turn. Each
block is connected in chronological order through a chain
structure. Each new block records the hash pointer of the
previous block, and the hash function values between blocks
are concatenated into a linked list [30, 36]. )e technical
structure of blockchain is shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Principle of Blockchain TCM Quality Safety Traceability.
)e information of TCM from breeding, production and
processing to circulation and sales is opaque, and there is the
problem of data islands, which makes it difficult to supervise
and control the quality of TCM entering the market [22, 37].
However, when the blockchain technology is introduced, the
whole process supervision of the TCM supply chain can be
realized, ensuring that the use of TCM materials is traceable
from the source of planting and breeding to the terminal
consumption.
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)e whole supply chain of TCM includes various data
information such as breeding, production and processing,
logistics, and consumption. )e source data information in
the supply chain is generally collected by Internet of )ings
devices [38–40], and then hash operation is carried out to
form the traceability code. )e source data and hash
traceability code are stored in the traditional relational
database and blockchain, respectively. When the data ac-
quisition terminal (sensor, two-dimensional code, RFID,
etc.) collects the data of the supply chain, it first processes the
data information by hash operation, and broadcasts the data
information to the entire network combined with intelligent
contract and consensus algorithm. Each node completes the
confirmation and signature of data information. After
confirmation, it is stored in the new block and connected to
the main chain to form the traceability blockchain. )e
distributed nodes in the blockchain network jointly main-
tain the block data, which can realize the centralized sharing
of data [41]. Each block contains a time stamp, that is, the
blockchain is formed by orderly connection of data blocks in
time dimension, so data can be traced back [42, 43]. )e
technical principle of blockchain TCM quality safety
traceability is shown in Figure 2.

After the data of TCM supply chain is entered into the
block, each block data is connected to the main chain in
chronological order through hash function, and each node
stores the whole database. Combined with cryptography
technology, it can ensure that the data of TCM traceability
blockchain is safe. TCM traceability blockchain has the
characteristics of openness and transparency. )e authorized
participants can obtain the data information of the whole
supply chain of TCM from breeding, production and pro-
cessing to circulation and sales, so as to ensure the centralized
sharing, integrity, and reliability of the data flow [44].

3.3. Network Structure of Blockchain TCM Quality Safety
Traceability Platform. Network architecture refers to the
physical layout of various devices interconnected by
transmission media. )e platform network architecture
adopts a decentralized network layout, which can complete
the whole supply chain traceability of TCM [45]. )e net-
work deployment of blockchain TCM quality safety trace-
ability platform is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Technical principle of blockchain TCM quality safety traceability.
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production departments, circulation departments, market-
ing departments, hospitals and clinics, pharmacies, con-
sumers, and users in other links of TCM supply chain. Each
user can access the blockchain TCM quality and safety
traceability platform through the PC or mobile terminal.

4. Design of Blockchain TCM Quality Safety
Traceability Platform

With the mature application of blockchain technology and
the national policy support for the traceability of TCM, this
platform provides a new idea to solve the problems existing
in the quality and safety traceability of TCM, such as isolated
island of data information, easy tampering of data, difficult
traceability of data information, and difficult confirmation of
responsible subjects [23, 44].

4.1. Blockchain Technology Platform Selection. According to
the network scope, blockchain platform can be divided into
public chain, private chain, and alliance chain [45–47]. In
public blockchain, anyone can read the data, send

transactions, and participate in the consensus process, such
as Ethereum platform. )e private chain is on the contrary.
)e permission to write data to the private chain is owned by
only one institution/organization, and the reading permis-
sion is selectively open to the public. Alliance chain is a
blockchain between public chain and private chain, which
can be regarded as “semidecentralized,” such as hyperledger
blockchain. )e consensus process of alliance chain is
controlled by a number of preselected nodes, which usually
have corresponding entities/organizations. Node partici-
pants join the network through authorization and form a
stakeholder alliance to jointly maintain the operation of the
blockchain. )e comparison of public chain, private chain,
and alliance chain is shown in Table 1.

Based on the comparison of each blockchain platform
and the actual demand of TCM supply chain business, the
TCM traceability platform is realized on the basis of alliance
chain. )e platform is Hyperleder Fabric.

4.2. Business Process Analysis of Blockchain TCM Quality
Safety Traceability. )e core of TCM quality safety
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supervision lies in the controllable whole process of TCM
supply chain. )ere are many participants in the process of
TCM traceability, including the breeding, planting, har-
vesting, primary processing, warehousing, transportation,
production, circulation, consumption, and other processes.
)e business process of blockchain TCM quality safety
traceability platform is shown in Figure 4.

(1) Planting stage: It mainly provides seed selection
management, environmental monitoring, growth
tracking, and other functions. Seed selection man-
agement focuses on recording seedling name and
seedling purchase information. )e growers upload
basic information such as species, planting area of
TCM, as well as trading information with suppliers
such as fertilizer vendors and seed vendors to the
tracking platform.

(2) Storage stage: As the main information maintenance
body in the storage link of TCM, storage enterprises
are responsible for uploading information such as
the warehousing time, storage methods, pest and
mold prevention, and control records to the tracing
platform [48]. )e humidity detector can be installed
in the warehouse for real-time monitoring. When
the moisture content of TCM exceeds or falls below
the standard range, the storage environment can be
adjusted in time to ensure the quality and safety of
TCM.

(3) Processing stage: It is the key to the quality safety of
TCM, mainly providing technological process, en-
vironmental analysis, equipment management, and
other functions. For example, the technological
process focuses on recording the name, time, and
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Table 1: Comparison of public chain, private chain, and alliance chain.

Blockchain type Public access Degree of decentralization Efficiency
Public chain Anybody High Low
Private chain Private Low High
Alliance chain Part Middle Middle
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person in charge of each processing process of TCM.
For the TCM products that have passed quality and
safety monitoring, the two-dimensional code and
barcode on the package, including the product name,
product specification, and manufacturer, shall be
uploaded to the traceability platform, so as to pro-
vide the quality and safety traceability inquiry
channel for consumers.

(4) Logistics stage: It mainly provides the functions of
TCM product flow, inventory management, envi-
ronmental monitoring, etc. )e environmental
monitoring mainly focuses on the internal envi-
ronment of TCM transportation vehicle, including
temperature, humidity, and other information.
)rough real-time monitoring, logistics enterprises
ensure the quality and safety of TCM in the
process of logistics transportation, and ensure that
all indicators of TCM are within the qualified
range.

(5) Sales stage: It mainly provides TCM sales and after-
sales management functions, in which TCM sales
mainly records the name, quantity, price, sales time,
hospital, drugstore, and other information of TCM;
the after-sales management mainly records the in-
formation of return and exchange [49].

(6) Supervision stage: It is mainly managed by gov-
ernment departments, introducing relevant laws and
regulations, technical standards, grade classification
standards of TCM products, and part of the smart
contract is thus constructed.

In the process of blockchain TCM quality safety trace-
ability, firstly, the Internet of things acquisition terminal
(including sensor, RFID, reader, GIS, bar code equipment,
monitoring equipment, QR code, etc.) is required to collect
the data of the whole supply chain of TCM, and then hash
operation and digital signature are carried out. After passing
the consensus algorithm, the hash value is uploaded to the
blockchain, and the detailed data information of the whole
supply chain of TCM is stored in the relational database
under the chain. In the whole supply chain of TCM, member
departments, government regulators, and consumers can
view the traceability data of the whole supply chain of TCM
by calling the blockchain quality and safety traceability
platform of TCM.

4.3. Overall Architecture Design of Blockchain TCM Quality
Safety Traceability Platform. Blockchain TCM quality safety
traceability platform uses Internet of things technology and
mobile Internet technology for real-time data collection, and
uses blockchain technology for data storage, call, mining,
and sharing [29, 50–52]. )e overall architecture of
blockchain TCM quality safety traceability platform studied
in this paper adopts the classic six level blockchain structure,
including data layer, network layer, consensus layer, in-
centive layer, contract layer, and application layer, as shown
in Figure 5.

(1) Data Layer. )e data layer stores the data infor-
mation in the whole supply chain of TCM, mainly
including two parts: one part is the distributed block
data in the blockchain network, and the other is the
relational database. )e distributed block data rec-
ords data blocks, hash functions, data abstracts,
timestamps, Merkle trees, asymmetric encryption,
digital signatures, public and private keys, chain
structures, and other information. )e relational
database mainly stores the data information verified
by the smart contract and the mapping relationship
information between the blockchain networks [53].

(2) Network Layer. Blockchain network system mainly
adopts peer-to-peer mechanism, data transmission,
and verification mechanism. In essence, it is a P2P
network. Network resources are allocated through
the peer-to-peer mechanism. It does not need the
traditional central node service mode, and all re-
sources are jointly managed by each node. )e
communication protocol used in network layer is the
data transmission Gossip protocol of the super
ledger platform to improve the consensus speed and
network security; the Internet of things devices use
RFID, two-dimensional code, and other communi-
cation mechanisms; the transmission and commu-
nication mechanisms used in software operation
mainly include Ethernet, WiFi, 5G mobile network,
etc.

(3) Consensus Level. For blockchain, consensus layer
mainly includes consensus algorithm mechanism,
which is the unified rule of blockchain network and
needs the consensus of all nodes to maintain and
update the general database. Blockchain mainly uses
POW, POS, DPoS, and other consensus mecha-
nisms. With the increase of application scenarios
involved in the TCM supply chain, the types of
consensus mechanisms also increase. )is trace-
ability platform adopts the PBFT (Practical Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance Algorithm).

(4) Incentive Layer. Various incentive measures are used
to reward the nodes that actively complete data
processing in the blockchain network. For example,
the economic incentive measures can be incorpo-
rated into the traceability system. )e nodes that
actively complete data processing will be given
economic incentives, and the nodes that do not
comply with the rules will be punished.

(5) Contract Level. Contract layer is the basis of
blockchain programming, including scripts, algo-
rithms and smart contracts of blockchain imple-
mentation. )e smart contract is integrated into the
traceability platform through the programming
code, and the constraints are set without the en-
dorsement of a third party, so that the real-time
operation can be realized. After the TCM supply
chain is collected through the Internet of things, the
automatic uplink storage of data is completed
through the intelligent contract and algorithm
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mechanism [54]. In the blockchain TCM traceability
system, the contract also includes the national tra-
ditional Chinese medicine law, the quality and safety
management measures of TCM, the supervision and
management measures of TMC, and other constraint
mechanisms.

(6) Application Layer. Application layer mainly provides
users with TCM data traceability management win-
dow through mobile terminal and the PC terminal
application. On the basis of the existing blockchain
network, application layer designs a complete TCM
quality safety traceability platform through API in-
terface provided by the underlying blockchain. )e
object mainly includes the government regulatory
department of TCM, consumers, and other members
in the whole supply chain of TCM. It is used to realize
the business requirements of data information
traceability and data analysis of TCM [53, 55].

4.4. Data Storage Design of Blockchain TCM Quality Safety
Traceability Platform. )e blockchain TCM quality safety
traceability platform needs to collect the data of the whole
TCM supply chain, which is very huge. In addition, due to
the existence of various unstructured data information, if all
the data of the whole TCM supply chain is stored in the
blockchain, it will cause high operation cost and low op-
eration and query efficiency [56]. )e traceability platform
studied in this paper adopts the storage mode of “block-
chain” + “off-chain database.” Off-chain database is a tra-
ditional relational database,” which is managed by the
government regulatory department and stores the data in-
formation of the whole TCM supply chain. Blockchain
stores the data summary, timestamp, digital signature, hash
tracing identification code, and other information of the
original data of the whole TCM supply chain. )e storage
mode of “blockchain” + “off-chain database” cannot only
improve the computing efficiency of blockchain, but also
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ensure the security and credibility of data [57]. )e data
storage mode of blockchain TCM traceability platform is
shown in Figure 6.

)e hash operation value (traceability code) of the
original data stored in the blockchain is generated by hash
calculation according to the relevant source data of the
whole supply chain of TCM. Once the source data in the
database under the chain is tampered, the trace code cal-
culated through Hash will change, which is inconsistent with
the corresponding trace code stored in the blockchain, so
that it can be known that the data has been tampered [58].
)e query process of blockchain TCM quality safety
traceability platform is shown in Figure 7.

Taking the traceability query of traditional Chinese
medicine supply chain information as an example, the fields

of traceability information stored in the local database in-
clude: id, BatchNumber, TCMName, QualityGrade, Oper-
ationContent, OperationNumber, Operator,
OperationTime, and BlockNumber. Where id is the unique
identification [59] of the record information, and Block-
Number is the block number of the hash value of the
traceability information on the blockchain. )e specific
traceability fields of the local database are shown in Table 2.

4.5. Digital Signature Design. )e secure management and
access control of IoT devices can be strengthened through
the deployment of digital signatures and smart contracts
using blockchain [60]. Blockchain uses digital signature
algorithm to guarantee the authenticity of the participants
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and the integrity of the message. Encryption is an effective
technique to protect data security [61]. In blockchain
technology, digital signatures use asymmetric encryption
algorithm, including public and private keys [6]. )e public
key is the part of the key pair that can be exposed, while the
private key can only be kept by the owner and is not exposed
to the public. Digital signature is encryption with private key
and decryption with public key. )e signature +Verification
process for digital signatures is shown in Figure 8.

)e process of “signature + verification” of digital sig-
nature can be summarized as follows: the sender calculates
the hash value through hash function, encrypts the hash
value with the sender’s private key, generates digital sig-
nature, and sends the data and signature to the receiver
through network transmission. )e receiver performs hash
function on the received data, decrypts the received digital
signature using the public key, and compares the generated
D1 and D2 values. If the data is equal, it has not been
tampered, otherwise it has been tampered. )e digital sig-
nature algorithm used in this paper is ECDSA (elliptic curve
digital signature algorithm) [62], and the process of sig-
nature calculation is shown in Figure 9.

If user A sends signature message to user B, they must
reach a consensus on the curve parameters. )e process of
signature calculation is as follows:

Step 1. Take G as the base point on the elliptic curve and n as
the integer order of G.

Step 2. User A creates a key pair, which is composed of
private key dA and public key QA. )e private key dA is
randomly selected in the interval [1, n-1], and the public key
QA is the product of elliptic curve point and scalar, as shown
in formula (1).

QA � dA ∗G. (1)

Step 3. User a transfers the elliptic curve equation, base
point G and public key QA to user B.

Step 4. Select an encrypted random integer k from the in-
terval [1, n-1], and calculate the curve points (x1, y1), as
shown in formula (2).

Signature process
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Figure 8: Digital signature process.

Table 2: )e traceability fields of the local database.

Number Field name Field type Field length Null (true/false)
1 Id Int max False
2 BatchNumber Varchar 30 False
3 TCMName Varchar 30 False
4 QualityGrade Varchar 20 False
5 OperationContent Varchar 500 False
6 OperationNumber Varchar 20 False
7 OperationTime Data time 10 False
8 Operator Varchar 20 False
9 BlockNumber Int max False
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x1, y1(  � k∗G. (2)

Step 5. (r, s) is a pair of signature values, and the signature
value r is calculated, as shown in formula (3). )e mod
function is the modulo operation. If r� 0, then return to step
4; instead, move on to the next step.

r � x1 mod n. (3)

Step 6. After calculating r value, input message digest h(m),
private key dA, signature value R, and random number k, and
calculate signature value s according to formula (4). If s� 0,
return to step 4; otherwise, the signature calculation is
completed.

S � k
− 1

h(m) + dA ∗ r mod n. (4)

4.6. ConsensusAlgorithmDesign. )e existence of consensus
mechanism can keep the data unchangeable even when the
blockchain network is attacked maliciously. Compared with
the traditional centralized database, blockchain can com-
plete each transaction without the intervention of the third-
party certification authority, and each transaction is safe and
reliable, but the premise is that users must follow the
consensus agreed in advance [63].

PBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) consensus
algorithm is a general solution to ensure the consistency
between distributed system and Byzantine fault nodes [64].
Compared with consensus algorithms such as POW/POS/
DPOS, it has the advantages of high efficiency and low
energy consumption [65]. For the system with n nodes,
PBFT consensus algorithm requires that when the data
information input by the non-Byzantine nodes is the same,
the result should be the same; for the transaction request, all
the non-Byzantine nodes can receive, and under the premise
of security, it is allowed to have no more than 1/3 failure
nodes, that is, n≥ 3f+ 1, it can be considered as an agreement
[66, 67], where n is the total number of nodes and f is the
number of failed nodes. PBFT consensus algorithm is
suitable for alliance chain scenario.

PBFTalgorithm is used to ensure the consistency among
the alliance chain nodes [68]. )e transmission of PBFT
algorithm is shown in Figure 10.

C is the request node, 0, 1, and 2 are normal servers, and
3 is invalid server. )e execution of the algorithm is as
follows:

(1) Request: Node C sends a request to the master node,
which is recorded as 0.

(2) Pre-prepare: After C requests the master node server
0, the server 0 passes to the secondary nodes 1, 2, and
3.

(3) Prepare: After secondary nodes 1, 2, 3 receive the
delivery record, 1 continues to send to 023, 2 to 013,
and 3 cannot be send.

(4) Commit: If nodes 0, 1, 2, and 3 receive more than a
certain number of the same requests in the prepa-
ration phase, they will enter the submission phase
and deliver the submission request.

(5) Reply: In the submission phase, if nodes 0, 1, 2, and 3
receive an excessive number of the same requests,
they will give feedback to node C.

)e time complexity of PBFT consensus algorithm is
O(n2). N nodes in the network broadcast messages in the
process of reaching a consensus, and each node needs to
send messages to n-1 nodes, which makes PBFT algorithm
show poor consensus performance when the number of
nodes exceeds a certain number. )erefore, PBFT is only
applicable to systems with a small number of nodes [69].

In view of the analysis of the problems existing in PBFT
algorithm, this paper chooses to add the integral penalty
mechanism to improve the algorithm [70], which is referred
to as “IPBFT” consensus algorithm for short. By selecting a
part of trusted nodes to form a verification node list L, the
node is given the initial Integration value (IV)� 1. Each node
needs to provide services to other nodes to maintain the
integration. In each round of consensus, the best block is
selected to verify the node packaging, and the coefficient λ is
used to reduce the integration of the worst block packaging
verification node, i.e., IV� λIVi，λ∈(0,1). When the integral
of nodes in the verification node list L is lower than a
specified value ε, the node will be removed from the list.

Hash Value
h (m)

ECDSA algorithm

Range parameters

Digital signature
[r, s]

Random number
k

Private key
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Figure 9: )e process of signature calculation.
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When the remaining nodes in the list are less than 2/3, the
list will be dissolved and a new verification node list L will be
generated.

PL � {P1, P2, P3, . . ., Pn} is the set of verification nodes, the
candidate set to be verified of Pi is C(Pi), and the combined
candidate set to be verified is

CPL(  � 
n

i�1
C Pi( . (5)

)e submitted terminal’s packaged blocks Bi � {px1, px2,
px3,. . .pxm}, pxj ∈C(PL), the other verification combinations,
and revenue sets obtained are represented as Oi � {φi1, φi2,
φi3,. . .φin:μ}, and each terminal verification combination
(φi1, φi2, φi3,. . .φin) consisting of the blocks Bi packaged by a
certain terminal Pi, the verification result of Pi submitted by
Pi by any Pk participating in the verification is expressed as
φik, which satisfies the following relationship [69]:

φik �
1, ∀pxj pxj ∈ Bi∧pxj ∈ C PL(  ,Verified byPk,Pi submitted block is legal.

−1, ∃pxj pxj ∉ Bi∨pxj ∉ C PL(  ,Verified byPk,Pi submitted block is illegal.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
,

Pk ⟶
φik � 1

Pi: μi � μi + 1,

Pk ⟶
φik � −1

Pi: μi � μi − 1.

(6)

4.7. Functional Structure Design of Blockchain TCM Quality
Safety Traceability Platform. Blockchain TCM quality safety
traceability platform mainly serves the upstream and
downstream enterprises, government regulatory depart-
ments, and consumers in the TCM supply chain, including
five functional modules: basic data management, data ac-
quisition management, supply chain management, quality
safety supervision, and traceability query. )e basic data
management is mainly responsible for the role and authority
allocation of users, government supervision users, and
consumer users in the whole TCM supply chain.

)e functional structure of blockchain TCM quality
safety traceability platform is shown in Figure 11.

)e function of data acquisition is mainly responsible for
the data collection and analysis, encryption verification, and
other work in the whole supply chain. )e function of supply
chain management is mainly responsible for the inventory,
production and processing, logistics and transportation, and
sales management of the whole supply chain. )e function of
quality safety supervision is mainly responsible for the market
access management, quality monitoring, monitoring and early
warning management, commodity evaluation, traceability
query, block query, authority allocation, and other work of

upstream and downstream enterprises in the supply chain.
Traceability query function provides product traceability ser-
vices for consumers and authorized units in TCMsupply chain,
which can be queried through QR code or traceability code.

5. Analysis and Evaluation

5.1. Comparative Analysis of IPBFT and PBFT Algorithms.
In this paper, we choose to add “integral penalty mecha-
nism” to improve the PBFT consensus algorithm, which is
called “IPBFT” consensus algorithm for short. Under the
same experimental conditions, this paper compares the
performance of the traditional PBFT consensus algorithm
and the optimized PBFT consensus algorithm.

IPBFT algorithm realizes the dynamic distribution of
verification power by adding the integral punishment mech-
anism, and gives certainpunishment to the failednodes,which
improves the security of blockchain network and the efficiency
of block generation. IPBFT algorithm uses the selected veri-
fication nodes for PBFT consensus, which can effectively re-
duce the number of consensus nodes and solve the problem
that PBFT algorithm requires high network bandwidth.

request pre-prepare prepare commit reply
C

0

1

2

3

Figure 10: )e transmission of PBFT algorithm.
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)e process of reaching consensus requires each node to
transmit data blocks to each other, and each transmission of
data blocksneeds tooccupy a certainnetworkbandwidth.)e
size of the transmitted data block is set to blocksize (Bs), the
total number of nodes in the blockchain traceability system is
set to n, and the network bandwidth occupied by all nodes to
complete a data block transmission is set to bandwidth (Bw).

)en, formula (7) can represent the network bandwidth
requiredby all nodes in thenetwork system to complete a data
block transmission [71]:

Bw � n(n − 1)Bs. (7)

)rough formula (7), it can be found that when the
blocksize (Bs) is fixed, the bandwidth Bw increases with the
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increase of the total number of nodes n. )e IPBFT and
PBFT network bandwidth curves are shown in Figure 12,
where the abscissa is the number of nodes in the blockchain
system and the ordinate is the network bandwidth.

)e blockchain TCM quality safety traceability system
designed in this paper adopts IPBFT consensus algorithm.
)rough the comparative analysis of the network band-
width consumed by IPBFT and PBFT in the consensus
process, it can be seen that under the condition of different
number of nodes, the bandwidth consumed by consensus is
different, and the bandwidth consumed by PBFT is larger.

With the increasing number of nodes, the network band-
width consumed by IPBFTalgorithm increases slowly, while
the network bandwidth consumed by PBFT algorithm in-
creases rapidly. When the number of nodes in the block-
chain system is 50, the network bandwidth consumed in the
process of IPBFT reaching consensus is about 5×104 bps,
while the network bandwidth consumed by PBFT is about
8×104 bps.

In the comparative analysis of IPBFT and PBFT, 2000
consensus requests are set and tested with different numbers
of nodes. Figure 13 shows the comparison of throughput of
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IPBFT and PBFT consensus algorithms with different
number of nodes.

According to Figure 13, as the number of nodes in the
blockchain system increases, the throughput of both IPBFT
and PBFT algorithms shows a downward trend. For ex-
ample, when the number of nodes is 10, the throughput of
IPBFT algorithm is about 250 tps, and when the number of
nodes increases to 50, the throughput of IPBFT algorithm is
about 110 tps. When the number of nodes is the same, the
throughput of IPBFT algorithm is higher than that of PBFT
algorithm. For example, when the number of nodes is 20, the
throughput of IPBFT algorithm is about 240 tps and that of
PBFT algorithm is about 120 tps.

)erefore, it can be seen that under the same experi-
mental conditions, the probability that the main node se-
lected by IPBFT is a reliable node is high and the error
probability is small. )e throughput of IPBFT algorithm is
better than that of PBFT algorithm; IPBFT can effecti-
vely reduce the consumption of network bandwidth, reduce
traffic, shorten communication time, and accelerate
consensus.

5.2. Retrospective Query Efficiency Analysis. )e data storage
of the traceability platform studied in this paper adopts the
storage mode of “blockchain” + “database under the chain.”
)e hash value of the traceability information is stored in the
blockchain as the value, and the block number of the block
where it is located is obtained; At the same time, the original
traceability information and block number are stored in the
database under the chain one by one. By reading the
traceability information and block number from the data
under the chain, the platform hashes the traceability in-
formation one by one, obtains the hash value stored on the
blockchain through the block number, and compares the
two hash values of each traceability information to judge
whether the information has been tampered with. )e
improvement rate of TCM traceability query efficiency is
calculated by formula (8) [58], nA,B represent the efficiency
improvement rate of A than B; tA,tB represent the time
required for A and B, respectively,

n(A,B) �
tB − tA

tB

× 100%. (8)

)e data storage and traceability query method designed
in this paper is referred to as “A” method in this paper. In the
process of designing blockchain data storage, many scholars
store the original data directly on the blockchain, which is
referred to as “B” method in this paper. For example, ref-
erence [58] introduces a key traversal query method, which
writes the data information of product growth, processing,
logistics and sales into the blockchain one by one, takes the
ID of the traceability information as the key value, and stores
the traceability information as the value in the blockchain;
When querying, take the key as the index and traverse from
the latest block to the next block in turn to obtain the
matching value. In combination with the traceability busi-
ness, there are multiple upload records of the traceability
information of the product batch. Generally, the batch

information is obtained during the query, and the block
needs to be traversed according to the key for many times.
)e number of traversal times is related to the number of
product batch traceability records. Due to the value stored in
many nodes, the blockchain will have heavy load, high
operation cost, and low operation and query efficiency.

In this paper, A and B methods are compared and
analyzed, respectively. During the test, the same retro-
spective query operation is performed under the same
conditions, and the query time will float up and down in a
certain interval. In order to ensure the objectivity of the data,
each group of data is executed 10 times, and its average value
is calculated as the final value.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that under the same
conditions, two methods A and B are used to query a single
traceability record. In order to ensure the objectivity of the
time used for traceability query, two methods A and B
perform traceability query 10 times, respectively. )e ex-
perimental results show that the method A is used to query a
single trace record for 10 times, and the time of each trace
query fluctuates up and down in 20ms. Method B is used to
query a single traceability record for 10 times, and the time
of each traceability query fluctuates up and down in 50ms.

)e comparison of the two methods for tracing query
time is shown in Figure 15. )e ordinate is the Retroactive
query time (RQT), and the abscissa is the number of ret-
roactive records (TR).

As can be seen from Figure 15, when the number of trace
records gradually increases, the time used by methods A and
B gradually increases. When the number of trace records is
200, 400, 800, and 1000, method A takes less time than
method B. According to formula (8), when the number of
batch traceability records is greater than 200, the traceability
query efficiency of method A is about 50% ∼ 60% higher than
that of method B.

5.3. System Performance Analysis. )e main threat to TCM
quality and safety traceability platform based on blockchain
technology is the illegal tampering of block data. It is as-
sumed that the calculation force of the honest nodes in the
whole network is P times of hash value calculation per
second, and the block hash value in the current calculation
difficulty contains g prefix binary 0. )e attacker is a new
force, q hash calculations per second. )e computation of
old blocks for an attacker does not affect the speed of the
creation of new blocks, so the calculation of new block
hashes does not increase. To simplify the calculation, we
assume that no new nodes participate, the probability of an
honest node acquiring a new block per second is p/2g , and
the probability of an attacker acquiring a new block is q/2g .
Zi is assumed to be the height difference in the ith second,
and the possibility of height difference h per second can be
divided into three situations [72], that is, the height dif-
ference decreases, the height difference increases, and the
height difference remains unchanged. )e probability of
each result is P1, P2, P3, respectively. )e probability dis-
tribution of change of height difference h per second con-
forms to multinomial distribution.
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It is assumed that t kinds of results will occur within
t seconds, and the number of occurrences of each result is
represented by random variables X1, X2, X3, where X1
represents the number of occurrences of n, X2 represents the
number of occurrences of m, and X3 represents the number
of occurrences of t−m−n. )e change probability of height
difference h between honest node and attack node conforms
to multinomial distribution [72].

In Tseconds, if the attack node wants to catch up with the
honest node, it needs to meet n∈[0,(t−h−1)/2], m� n+ h+ k,

and 1≤ k≤ t−2n− h.)e probability is the following formula
[72–74]:

P(h)(t) � 

(t−h−1)/2

n�1


t−2n−h

k�1
t!/m!n!(t − m − n)P

n
1P

m
2 P

t−m−n
3 . (9)

Formula (9) shows that the probability of an attacker
tampering with block data decreases with the increase of
block height difference h. Comparing the computing power
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of attacking nodes with that of honest nodes, the probability
of an attacker’s success is shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the probability of an
attacker successfully tampering with block data decreases
with the increase of block height difference h. When the
height difference between honest node and attack node is
h� 4, ANCP/HNCP� 25%, 50%, and 100%, the data tam-
pering success rates of attackers are P< 0.01%, P< 0.05%,
and P35%, respectively. When the height difference be-
tween honest node and attack node is h� 6, ANCP/
HNCP� 25%, 50%, and 100%, the data tampering success
rates of attackers are P< 0.01%, P< 0.01%, and P< 35%,
respectively; When the height difference between honest
node and attack node is h� 10, ANCP/HNCP� 25%, 50%,
and 100%, the data tampering success rate P of attacker is
P< 0.01%, P ≈ 0, and P< 35%, respectively. Even when the
computing power of the attacking node is equal to that of the
honest node, the success probability of data tampering of the
attacking node is about 35%.

In the application scenario of Chinese herbal medicine
supply chain, blockchain nodes are widely distributed, the
amount of data in each link of the supply chain is huge, and
the block height difference h is often large. Even if the attack
node is equal to the honest node, it is almost impossible to
complete the block replacement operation of this scale.

)is paper uses the testing tool Caliper to test the
performance of the blockchain TCM quality safety trace-
ability system.)e test mainly includesWrite data (WA) and
Read data (RA). )e test results of throughput, transaction
delay, and success rate of the blockchain system designed in
this paper are shown in Table 4.

5.3.1. Test Results Analysis of Transaction 1roughput and
Transaction Success Rate. Write data test is to analyze the
performance of written data, and Read data test is to analyze
the performance of data query and data reading. According
to the actual application scenario, the number of operations
of data query and data reading of the blockchain traceability
system is higher than that of data writing. )erefore, in the
test benchmark configuration file, we set the number of
operations of write data type to 2000 and the number of
operations of read data type to 4000.

)e write data test has conducted 6 rounds of tests, 2000
transactions are conducted to the blockchain system each
time, and the six rounds of test send rate (requests per
second) are set to 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600, re-
spectively. As shown in Table 4, the set send rate during the
sixth round of test is 600 tps, and the actual send rate is
537.6 tps. At this time, the send rate has reached the peak.
When the number of requests per second reaches 500, the
throughput reaches the peak of about 250 tps. Continue to
increase send rate, and the throughput fluctuates around
250 tps. When the send rate is 537.6 tps, there is data of
transaction failure, but the overall transaction success rate is
more than 99.9%.

)e Read data test has conducted 6 rounds of tests, 4000
transactions are conducted on the blockchain system each
time, and the six rounds of test send rate are set to 100, 200,

300, 400, 500, and 600, respectively. As shown in Table 4,
when the send rate set during the sixth round of test is
600 tps, the actual send rate is 568.5 tps, and the send rate has
reached the peak. When the send rate reaches 501.6 tps, the
throughput reaches a peak of about 410 tps, and all trans-
actions are successful.

5.3.2. Test Results Analysis of Transaction Delay. In the write
data test, when the send rate is about 100 tps, the average
transaction delay is within 2 s and the response speed is fast.
When the send rate is 537.6 tps, the response speed slows
down and the average transaction delay reaches 8.67 s. At
this time, the transaction fails.

In the Read data test, when the send rate is about 100 tps,
the average transaction delay is within 0.5 s and the response
speed is fast. When the send rate is 568.5 tps, the response
speed slows down, the average transaction delay is 4.23 s, and
all transactions are successful.

According to the above test results, theTCMquality safety
traceability system based on blockchain technology designed
in this paper has high throughput of data writing and query.
When the send rate is about 400 tps, the average delay of read
dataoperation iswithin2 s,which canmeet the actual business
requirements of TCM quality safety traceability.

6. Discussion

Based on the analysis of key business of TCM traceability,
combined with the actual needs of Chinese TCM strategic
planning, this paper combs and optimizes the organizational
structure and business functions, control process and
management system, technical support, and implementation
blueprint of TCM supply chain, which provides a strong
guarantee for effectively improving the traceability man-
agement quality of TCM. )e blockchain TCM quality
traceability management mode mainly includes: National
macro policies and laws and regulations of TCM, blockchain
TCM quality safety traceability management system,
blockchain TCM quality safety traceability service platform,
blockchain TCM quality safety traceability standardization,
government supervision and inspection, incentive, and
punishment mechanism. )e blockchain TCM quality
traceability management mode is shown in Figure 16.

Table 3: Probability distribution of attacker tampering with block
data.

h ANCP/HNCP∗ P

h� 4
25% P< 0.01%
50% P< 0.05%
100% P35%

h� 6
25% P< 0.01%
50% P< 0.01%
100% P< 35%

h� 10
25% P< 0.01%
50% P0
100% P< 35%

∗ANCP: Attack node computing power; HNCP: Honest node computing
power.
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6.1.China’sMacroPolicies andLawsandRegulationsonTCM.
To support the development of TCM and ensure the quality
safety of TCM, the state has introduced a number of relevant
policies and measures in recent years. Blockchain TCM
quality safety traceability system should be based on policies,
laws, and regulations related to TCM. For example, in recent
years, China issued 1e Opinion about Quickening Con-
struction of Important Product Traceability System, Outline

of the Strategic Plan for the Development of TCM, Guiding
Opinions on Promoting the Construction of Information
Traceability System for Important Products, Guiding Opin-
ions on the Construction of Medicine Information Trace-
ability System, and many other policies.

It is suggested that the government regulatory author-
ities should investigate and analyze all links of the TCM
supply chain according to the local actual demand, form

National Macro Policies and Laws
and Regulations of TCM

〈〈Opinions on accelerating the construction of traceability system
for important products〉〉

〈〈Outline of the Strategic Plan for the Development of TCM〉〉
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Figure 16: )e blockchain TCM quality safe traceability management mode.

Table 4: Performance test results.

Test Name Succ Fail Send Max Min Avg )roughputRate Latency (s) Latency (s) Latency (s)
1 WA 2000 0 101.2 tps 1.98 0.79 1.55 101 tps
2 WA 2000 0 203.4 tps 2.31 1.08 1.97 151 tps
3 WA 2000 0 306.2 tps 2.76 1.59 2.35 189 tps
4 WA 2000 0 403.3 tps 3.11 1.98 2.78 220 tps
5 WA 2000 0 501.8 tps 5.72 2.92 4.11 254 tps
6 WA 1999 1 537.6 tps 11.45 4.32 8.67 247 tps
7 RA 4000 0 100.3 tps 0.47 0.21 0.32 98 tps
8 RA 4000 0 203.1 tps 0.87 0.46 0.61 190 tps
9 RA 4000 0 302.5 tps 1.99 0.79 1.31 277 tps
10 RA 4000 0 400.8 tps 2.55 1.37 1.88 345 tps
11 RA 4000 0 501.6 tps 3.87 1.96 2.66 412 tps
12 RA 4000 0 568.5 tps 5.16 3.05 4.23 406 tps
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legislative basis and suggestions, and formulate relevant
supporting policies and guidelines on the TCM supply chain
management, so as to make all aspects and links of the TCM
supply chain have rules to follow.

6.2.BuildaBlockchainQualityTraceabilityRegulatoryRegime
of TCM. An efficient regulatory regime can play an im-
portant guiding and normative role in the TCM supply chain
management and the quality safety traceability, and can
further ensure the safe and efficient operation of the whole
TCM supply chain. In the process of TCM supply chain
management, according to the actual needs, government
regulatory departments, TCM breeding enterprises, TCM
processing enterprises, TCM agents, public security de-
partments, transportation departments, and individuals
should be included in the TCM supply chain management
system, which requires the formation of unified system
norms under the concept of supply chain collaborative
management to guide and restrict the business processes of
all links of the TCM supply chain.

According to the national strategic plan, it is necessary to
clarify the main body of medicine quality responsibility,
establish a unified management standard system for TCM
traceability, improve the organizational structure of par-
ticipating units in all links of TCM supply chain, strengthen
organizational leadership, refine objectives tasks, set up
traceability management audit mechanism, and regularly
carry out technical training, so as to ensure the orderly
development of blockchain TCM traceability system
management.

Government regulators should cooperate with all units
in the supply chain to actively participate in the formulation
of TCM supply chain regulatory regime, form a scientific
and efficient TCM supply chain regulatory regime, and
further improve the safety of TCM in the supply chain.
Government regulators should also constantly optimize the
working mechanisms for the formulation, implementation,
evaluation, and improvement of the blockchain TCMquality
traceability regulatory regime and strengthen the whole life
cycle management of the system. )ey should also regularly
sort out the system, prepare the plan for legislation, reform
and waste, timely revise the management norms in im-
portant fields, and constantly enhance the pertinence and
effectiveness. )e government regulatory authorities should
also strengthen the publicity and training of the regulatory
regime for all units in the supply chain, regularly carry out
supervision, inspection, and comprehensive evaluation of
the implementation, and promote the effective imple-
mentation of the system.

6.3. Build the Blockchain TCMQuality Traceability Platform.
It is necessary to design and develop a TCM quality
traceability platform based on blockchain, big data, Internet
of )ings, 5G, and other information technology means.
Starting from the implementation of national macro poli-
cies, we will give full play to the role of market supervision
and operation regulation, and establish a quality traceability
platform for the whole process of circulation of TCM to

record the circulation information of medicinal materials in
each link. By using the means of “blockchain + traceability of
quality of Chinese medicinal materials,” the identification
and marking system suitable for certification and recogni-
tion is established to meet consumers’ inquiry and rea-
sonable consumption needs. By means of “blockchain +
TCM quality traceability,” the identification and marking
system suitable for certification and accreditation should be
established to meet consumers’ query and reasonable con-
sumption needs.

)e government TCM supervision department should
cooperate with the government information management
department to continuously optimize and improve the
function and performance of the TCM quality safety
traceability system based on blockchain. )e construction of
TCM quality safety traceability system based on blockchain
technology requires medical and research institutions,
government regulatory departments, public security organs,
transportation departments, charitable organizations, and
other departments to reach a consensus and collectively join
the blockchain traceability system. )e government’s TCM
regulatory department is responsible for screening and
reviewing the internal nodes of the alliance chain, coordi-
nating all parties to form a smart contract in the blockchain
system, and using the smart contract mechanism to realize
the efficient upload, access and sharing of resources in all
links of the TCM supply chain. Users can also spread and
share resources in all links of the supply chain through P2P
mechanism and encryption algorithm. At the same time, the
government regulatory authorities also need to timely re-
ceive the user feedback of the blockchain traceability system
and scientifically analyze the user feedback, so as to con-
tinuously optimize the business process of the TCM supply
chain and further improve the collaborative management
level of the TCM supply chain.

6.4. Build the Standardization System of Blockchain TCM
Traceability Data. )e construction of data standardization
system is the key link of the TCM quality safety traceability.
Due to the poor compatibility of various units and the lack of
unified data standards in the TCM supply chain, it has
brought many difficulties to the system connection and data
integration. It can be seen that the lack of standardization is
not conducive to the sharing of data in the TCM supply
chain. )erefore, the government’s TCM supervision de-
partment should take the lead in formulating the data
standards of all links of the TCM supply chain, such as
actively promoting the design and research and develop-
ment of business and application standards, process and
method standards, credibility and interoperability stan-
dards, data format standards, data transmission standards,
and system interface standards, which can ensure the unity
and standardization of data in all links of the TCM supply
chain.

It is necessary to dynamically manage the product cat-
alog of TCM as raw materials, and improve the technical
standards covering such traceability elements as information
coding, object identification, information identification,
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supervision and management of TCM, and its products. It
includes the development of blockchain TCM traceability
data standards and measurement standards, the establish-
ment of TCM traceability data model, the unified definition
of data, in order to achieve data standardization and stan-
dardized management.

6.5. Build the Mechanism of Government Supervision, In-
spection, Incentive, and Punishment. Make full use of the
blockchain TCM to record the information of production
and operation entities and product quality safety informa-
tion, urge enterprises to strictly implement the traceability
management system, and strengthen the supervision and
inspection of production and operation enterprises and
users. Explore and establish the credit supervision mecha-
nism of traceability subject’s product quality safety files and
“blacklist” of quality dishonesty, form the joint incentive
mechanism of keeping promise and joint punishment
mechanism of dishonesty, encourage consumers to work
together to feed back the quality information of Chinese
herbal medicine products, and realize the forward tracking
and backward traceability of TCM.

In a word, the blockchain TCM traceability platform can
not only supervise the TCM from seed breeding, planting,
processing, circulation to transaction, but also realize the
whole process data information traceability of TCM from
the source to consumers, so as to ensure the quality safety of
TCM and promote the healthy development of TCM
industry.

In the aspect of TCM cultivation, ensure that the source
is known. )rough the blockchain traceability platform, we
can realize the source traceability and make the source of
Chinese herbal medicine clear; we can extend the infor-
mation traceability to the cultivation base, batch number,
and cultivation information of Chinese herbal medicine, so
as to ensure the quality of TCM from the source.

In the primary processing and production of TCM, the
quality can be checked. )e operation process of production
records, origin processing, quality inspection, and other key
links of TCM is comprehensively standardized, and timely
uploaded to the blockchain traceability platform. )e
technical parameters of relevant processes are defined and
recorded.)e standardized process can ensure the quality of
production links of TCM.

In terms of the circulation and use of TCM, ensure that
the destination can be traced. )rough the blockchain TCM
quality traceability platform, the circulation link and storage
link of TCM have been strengthened, and the destination of
medicine terminal products can be traced.

7. Conclusion

Based on the blockchain technology, the quality safety
traceability platform of TCM covering planting, production
and processing, commercial circulation, and hospital use is
constructed. With the characteristics of decentralization,
openness, transparency and privacy protection of block-
chain technology [75], the isolated island of traceability

information can be broken, the information asymmetry can
be reduced to the greatest extent, and the phenomenon of
fraud and violation in TCM industry can be eliminated. It
can realize the data traceability of the whole supply chain of
TCM from planting and processing to circulation and sales,
effectively improve the quality, safety, and credibility of the
whole TCM industry, and lay a solid foundation for the
modernization and the international market of TCM.

At present, based on the development level of TCM
industry, blockchain technology continues to extend from
the front end to the planting end in the production of TCM.
)e management measures at the planting end are managed
on the chain to ensure the authenticity of information in
planting, transportation, storage, processing, sales, and other
links, so that all parties in the supply chain can benefit. )e
traceability data of TCM based on blockchain technology
studied in this paper is structured data. )e storage and
traceability query of unstructured data such as video is the
focus of the next research. In addition, blockchain tech-
nology can ensure the credibility and tamperability of the
data after being linked to the chain, but cannot guarantee the
credibility of the data source. In the next research, we can
combine the Internet of things and sensor technology to
record the data of the medicine supply chain in real time,
reduce artificial fraud, further strengthen the credibility of
the data, and improve the quality safety traceability level of
TCM.
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